
Meet the  
Triton Xtreme
The ultimate collaboration between  

Walkinshaw Group and Supashock.

SPECIAL Edition

Taking the already exceptional Mitsubishi Triton GSR 
model to new heights, the special edition Triton Xtreme 
designed by Walkinshaw, in collaboration with Supashock, 
exceeds all expectations.

Striking Design
 
The Triton Xtreme boasts 
a striking aesthetic with 
distinct visual identifiers, 
including the Xtreme 
decals on the bonnet, 
sides, and interior badging, 
which perfectly align with 
the vehicle’s rugged yet 
distinguished pedigree.

STRONG LOOK

With its dynamic design and unique features, the Triton 
Xtreme looks as good as it performs. The deep dish and 
flared wheel arches create a lowered, wider, and stronger 
appearance, while the Sports Bar with the Triton insignia 
adds to the sporty silhouette.



What makes the TRit0n Xtreme Exceptional

IMPROVED CAPABILITIES

The Triton Xtreme has been given the extra underbody 
protection of a bash plate with an integrated light bar, 
incorporating venting to ensure extra cooling. The premium 
wheel and tyre package includes wheels that measure 18’’ x 
8.5 ET 17 with BF Goodrich ATR 265/60R18 K02 tyres. The 
tuned suspension, developed in collaboration with Supashock, 
replaced all 4 dampers and has vastly improved the on and  
off-road capability of the vehicle.

For more information about the Triton Xtreme please visit: www.tritonxtreme.com.au

SUSPENSION 

• XTREME package includes an upgraded 46mm 
monotube damper with a 20mm rod design, with the 
front damper running a remote canister and the rear 
running a piggyback system

• The valve code was developed for off-road performance 
whilst retaining on-road drive and handling

• Tuning was conducted to ensure the XTREME package 
could maintain the core vehicle’s towing capabilities at a 
GVM of 2,900kg and a GCM of 5,885kg. 

• The vehicle has a neutral balance with good body 
control giving the driver a high level of confidence

• Suspension, wheel and tyre configuration exceeded the 
performance of the baseline vehicle in all aspects
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